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SMEs play a very important role in our economics. SMEs drive our economics 
forward, assistant to solve the employment problem and make great contribution to 
our foreign trade. Under the impact of worldwide financial crisis, SMEs face the 
predicament triggered by material price higher and labor cost up, SMEs need more 
money to maintain and expand their production. While the Monetary Policy is tight 
currently, banks are constraint to release liquidity. Then there is a big gap between the 
supply and the demand of the currency. Though our government has taken some 
actions to ease SMEs financial situation, the problem hasn’t solve yet. SMEs still 
suffer from the financial problem.  
The World Bank paper “Formal versus Informal Finance: Evidence from China 
(2010)” and the Investigation Report released by Foshan SMEs Bureau have showed 
that the financial channel for SMEs is narrow; most SMEs have to rely on their 
retained earnings. They rarely apply banks for a loan. This paper analyzes the reasons 
for the SMEs’ financial problem from 3 aspects: government, financial system and 
SMEs themselves. This paper also refers to other countries’ experience on solving the 
SMEs’ financial difficulties. 
At last, this paper raises some suggestions to improve SMEs’ financial 
environment: SMEs need to improve their credit rating; a multi-level financial system 
should be established; government needs to serve better for SMEs financing.  
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过 1000 万户，占全国企业总数的 99%，GDP 贡献率为 70%，纳税额占全国税收
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